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Lifesize replica of Uluburun shipwreck of c. 1300 BC, Bodrum Museum of Underwater 
Archaeology

Assyrian warship, a bireme with pointed bow c. 700 BC, British Museum

Phoenician Coin

C8th Krater, Metropolitan Museum
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Dionysus on a Ship Black 
Figure Kylix by Exekias, 
Munich
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The Lenormant Relief depicting the rowers of an aphract Athenian trireme c. 410 BC, the 
Athenian Acropolis

The famous C2nd BC Nike of 
Samothrace standing atop the prow 
of an oared warship, most probably a 
trihemiolia, Louvre

Relief of a Rhodian galley, most likely a trihemiolia, carved in the rock beneath the 
acropolis of Lindos.
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Graffiti from the Greek colony of Nymphaion in the Crimea depicting a heavy polyreme of 
the C3rd  BC with fore- and aft-castles

This graffito perhaps represents a very large polyreme ship as it shows 50 oars on one side

Greek ship mosaic c. C1st BC/AD

Bronze trireme ram Piraeus

Greek bireme c. 500 BC from a Greek vase found at Vulci Etruria, British Museum

A Greek trireme
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19th-century interpretation 
of the quinquereme's oaring 
system, with five levels of 
oars.

bireme model

Greek penteconter a ship with 50 rowers by E. Wallis

Depiction of the position of the rowers in three different levels (from top 
thranitai, zygitai and thalamitai) in a Greek trireme

Trireme
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The mortise and tenon joint method of hull construction employed in ancient vessels.
Olympias, a reconstruction of an ancient Athenian trireme

Fleet of triremes made up of photographs of the modern full-sized replica Olympias

The ship on Isola Tiberina in Rome is probably a quinquereme

Bireme Roman warships, probably liburnians of the Danube fleet during Trajan's Dacian Wars, 
Trajan’s Column Rome

A Roman naval bireme depicted in a relief from the Temple of Fortuna Primigenia in 
Praeneste (Palastrina), which was built c. 120 BC
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Coin minted by the Romano-Britannic usurper-emperor Allectus (r. 293-296 AD), 
depicting a trireme on the reverse

A Roman mosaic from Tunisia showing a trireme vessel during the Roman Empire

Hunt Mosaic Roman, British Museum


